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T
here is a growing demand for reliable
neural-electrode interfaces, as their
development has continuously made

crucial impacts in the fieldof neuroengineer-
ing, including the understanding of brain
cognition, implementation of neuropros-
thetics, and treatment of neural degenera-
tive diseases.1�3 Tremendous efforts have
been divergently directed to build complex
neural culturing platforms1,4�6 and efficient
electronic devices.7�14 However, an optimal
integration of these two systems on the
same substrate/interface is far from reality,
posing serious challenges to support the
next-generation neural interface.
A major disadvantage of the commonly

used substrate materials for neuron culture,

such as bulk metal and inorganic semicon-
ductor, is their low biocompliance and
poor optical properties. On one hand, a
native brain environment is extremely
soft with an elastic modulus in the range
of 0.1�10 kPa,15 while the substrates are
significantly stiffer with an elastic modulus
on the order of 10�200 GPa. Such a vast dis-
crepancy introduces amechanically distorted
microenvironment to surrounding neurons,
influencing cell behavior (development, out-
growth, migration, etc.) and misrepresenting
neural network function.16�18 At the tissue
level, low biocompliance may further abolish
the in vivo use of an electrode interface,
by inducingelectrode-tissuemicromovement
and subsequent immunological rejection.19,20
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ABSTRACT In neural interface platforms, cultures are often carried out on a

flat, open, rigid, and opaque substrate, posing challenges to reflecting the native

microenvironment of the brain and precise engagement with neurons. Here we

present a neuron cell culturing platform that consists of arrays of ordered

microtubes (2.7�4.4 μm in diameter), formed by strain-induced self-rolled-up

nanomembrane (s-RUM) technology using ultrathin (<40 nm) silicon nitride (SiNx)

film on transparent substrates. These microtubes demonstrated robust physical

confinement and unprecedented guidance effect toward outgrowth of primary

cortical neurons, with a coaxially confined configuration resembling that of myelin

sheaths. The dynamic neural growth inside the microtube, evaluated with continuous live-cell imaging, showed a marked increase (20�) of the growth

rate inside the microtube compared to regions outside the microtubes. We attribute the dramatic accelerating effect and precise guiding of the microtube

array to three-dimensional (3D) adhesion and electrostatic interaction with the SiNx microtubes, respectively. This work has clear implications toward

building intelligent synthetic neural circuits by arranging the size, site, and patterns of the microtube array, for potential treatment of neurological

disorders.
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On the other hand, high opacity and low optical clarity
of existing substratematerials hinder the integration of
neuro-photonic technology and modern microscopy.7

Such integration is highly desirable because these
emerging technologies provide revolutionary tools
for neural stimulation (i.e., optogenetics21) and moni-
toring (e.g., cranial window imaging,22), with minimal
invasiveness, high accuracy, and high-resolution.
Another challenge comes from the lack of confined

guidance and intimate contact to small diameter
axons. This often leads to low signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) and poor fidelity over time, especially when
high-resolution recording (e.g., single neuron level)
is desired. The measured action potential of individ-
ual neurons is often diminutive (on the order of
microvolts), decaying rapidly over distance, and easily
lost among background noise.23�27 Therefore, measur-
able electronic coupling between electrode probes
and neuronal membranes requires a close vicinity
or even direct contact, which often relies on neural
guidance through printed adhesives.5,28�30 However,
the adhesive guidance does not guarantee a nifty
contact and is often subject to subsequent protolytic
degradation. Neuronsmay translocate andmigrate out
of electrode detection range. Furthermore, within
brain tissue, implantation and other coculture systems,
supporting cells (e.g., glia) may cause problems by
migrating into electrode-neuron interspaces and form-
ing low-conductive barriers.19,20 To avoid these issues,
an ideal interface should provide confined guidance
that allows for contact with the electrodes in an
enclosed space and exclusion of nearby cells, maximiz-
ing the signal quality. Here, we demonstrate a novel
approach, strain-induced self-rolled-up silicon nitride
(SiNx) microtubes on a transparent substrate, which
overcomes the above-described challenges and pre-
sents an ideal substrate for next-generation neural
interface.
Strain-induced self-rolled-up membrane (s-RUM)

technology, in which 2D membranes self-assemble
into 3D tubular architectures at the micro- and nano-
scale driven by built-in strain, is well positioned for
extreme miniaturization and integration of photonic,
electronic, mechanical components, and biomedical
applications.31�36 Ultrathin membranes possess novel
qualities that are particularly attractive to tissue engi-
neering, such as the improved optical transparency and
mechanical properties that match to cell stiffness.37,38

S-RUMs have recently been shown as a promising plat-
form to investigate cell outgrowth during culture.39�41

Unlike polymer channels that confine growth in one and
a half dimensions, microtube-based substrates provide
complete radial confinement as well as an opportunity
to create complex material combinations.32,39�41

Optically transparent materials can also achieve self-
rolled-up tubular structures, advancing the study of
general cell guidance and electro-photonic interaction.

One previous example consisted of multilayered
SiOx/SiO2/Al2O3 microtubes.39 The mouse motor
neurons used in said study exhibit enthusiastic interac-
tion with the microtubes. However, at the diameter
of 15 μm, these microtubes were far beyond the
dimension required to confine axons. It was also re-
ported that axons exhibit a general tendency to grow
through semiconductor microtubes that consisted
of dual-layered NMs (SiGe/Si, GaAs/InGaAs).40,41 In this
case, the range in diameter was proper for single axon
guidance, but, since the carrying substrate materials
are opaque, cell growth dynamics were difficult to
monitor through live-cell imaging.40,41 The initial suc-
cess in achieving some degree of axon guidance left
many important questions regarding the cell-material
dynamic interaction that remained to be answered.
Our recent progress on the s-RUM technology made

it possible to engineer microtubes with SiNx NMs on a
broad range of substrates, offering further advantages
to address these pivotal questions.42,43 Rolling-up a
SiNxNM involves a highly simplified fabrication process
that uses a dual-frequency deposition in the same
plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD)
tool to engineer the strain. Unlike those approaches
using bi/multilayer epitaxial growth that were re-
stricted to a lattice mismatch range, our method works
with virtually any substrates and any biocompatible
sacrificial layers. This offers unprecedented flexibility
in the selection of substrates for various functions.
For example, one can make microtubes on bendable
substrates for flexible integration, on soft polymers for
biomechanical study, and on transparent glass slides
for optical characterization and manipulation. Further-
more, PECVD makes it possible to independently
tune material properties and composition, affecting
porosity, capacitance, index of refraction, and hydro-
phobicity. In this study, we demonstrate a neuron
cell culturing platform using SiNx s-RUMs on a German
glass coverslip, a widely used neural culture substrate
for its excellent surface smoothness and optical quality.
Primary cortical neurons were cultured on the platform
to study axon guidance and cell-material interaction.
After plating with primary neural culture, the SiNx

microtubes (diameter ∼2.7�4 μm) provided spatial
guidance for the growing axons. It was through the
long-term time-lapse live-cell imaging that we found
cells actively explore the substrate for a tubular open-
ing. Once the growth cone entered a tube, the axon
extension was accelerated up to 20 times its normal
growth rate.

RESULTS

Robust Guiding and Delineating Effect. To provide 3D
scaffolds that guide and confine individual axons, the
size of the microtube needs to be precisely controlled
at a slightly larger diameter than that of a typical
axon (2�3 μm). Smaller microtubes failed to sustain
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inner-tubular growth, while tubes that are too large
tend to include multiple axons or even neural soma.40

For the SiNx microtubes used in this study, a proper
diameter was achieved by controlling the thickness
of the tensile and compressive stressed layers in the
deposition process. Fabrication details were reported
previously42 and summarized in the Methods section
of this study.

To demonstrate the general guidance effect of
tubular structures, a large array of SiNx microtubes
was employed. Figure 1a shows a 4 � 6 array of such
tubes on a silicon substrate, that are 4.4 μm in diameter
(Figure 1a inset) and 50 μm in length. The pitch is
40 μm in the longitudinal direction and 50 μm in the
transverse direction. A cortical neuron cell culture was
seeded on this substrate. As shown by immunocyto-
chemistry (Figure 1b) of fluorescently labeled tubulin,
the resulting neuron outgrowth forms bundles, similar
to those guided by adhesion pattern and microfluidic
channels.5,44,45 The axon bundles robustly follow the
microtube geometry and array layout with a preferen-
tial linear path along the axial direction of the micro-
tubes. Formost of the bundles, guidancewas observed
along both the inside (Figure 1b inset) and outside
of the microtubes (e.g., the bundle in the upper left of

Figure 1b is obviously wider than the microtube
diameter). To identify whether the piloting axon was
guided inside or outside, we seeded low-density cul-
tures on an array of binocular-shaped SiNxmicrotubes,
so the neurons were sparse enough to avoid forming
bundles. The binocular tubes are formed when the
rolling takes place simultaneously on both sides for
NMs (with width equal to two circumferences) to form
double rolls. Shown in Figure 1c, the binocular samples
have two side by side microtubes of 2.7 μm diameter,
20 μm longitudinal spacing, and 50 μm transverse
spacing. This structure sufficiently guides single axon
extensions, with each confined inside one of the
double channels and clearly delineated, as seen in
Figure 1d. The resulting immunocytochemistry of the
cells shows extending single axons that colocalize
strictly within the binocular microtube pattern in pairs
(Figure 1d inset) in most cases, suggesting the initial
guidance was most likely through the inside of the
microtube. In the case of high seeding density, micro-
tubes that are plugged by a neuron or occupied by
an axon of comparable diameter (Figure 1b) result
in successive processes guiding along the outside
of the microtube. Using binocular shaped microtubes,
the tube walls not only effectively separate parallel

Figure 1. SEM images (a and c) of SiNx microtube array and the corresponding immunocytochemistry of neural culture
fluorescence images (b and d). (a) Single roll and (c) binocular-shaped double roll SiNxmicrotube array on a Si (111) substrate.
Close-up SEM images show fully enclosed 3D tubular scaffolds, with diameters of 4.4 μm (1a inset) and 2.7 μm (1c inset), and
length of 50 μm. The scale bars in insets represent 5 μm. (b) High- and (d) low-density seeded neuron culture, fluorescently
labeled for axon localization, using the microtube arrays in panels a and c, respectively, showing a strong tendency to
continuously follow themicrotube array in a linear trajectory (scale bar: 50 μm). Individual axons are confined and delineated
by the microtubes (b and d insets, scale bars, 10 μm).
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processes (Figure 1d inset), but also provide a better
scaffold for separating extensions as the culture
matures. This is further supported by 3D rendering of
the confocal images, available in the Supporting Infor-
mation, Figure S5. Because of these attributes, binocular
microtube architecture is attractive when designing an
interface that couples discretely with parallel processes
bundled in complex networks.

Supporting Information, Figure S5 also reveals that
the axons grown through the tubes take on different
morphology as compared to those outside of tubes. By
comparing the height difference between the neurons
grown along the outer edge (e.g., Neuron A) and inside
(e.g., Neuron B) the binocular microtube structures,
we can see that the axons grown inside appear to take
on the shape of themicrotubes by filling the tube inner
space for the most part with a height of ∼2 μm.
In contrast, the axons grown outside the tube tend to
flatten out showing a height no more than 1 μm.

Remarkably, the axons persistently maintained the
same path in the open planar area between the
microtubes for all the spacing (20�40 μm) we exam-
ined. At 20 μm spacing (Figure 1c), the axons followed
successive collinear tubes with very little divergence
from the binocular microtube array. By increasing
the spacing to 40 μm (Figure 1a), a larger and more
complex network emerges, but still maintains an over-
all linear order (Figure 1b). Based on all the fluorescent
images examined (Figure S6), the fraction of axons that
follows the linear path is estimated to be ∼83%. This
faithful linear guidance is in sharp contrast to other
guidance platforms reported (printed adhesion, micro-
fluidic channels, etc.) where axons immediately branch
out in nonconfined regions.45 It is of great interest for
neural physiological study to provide nonconfined
regions without disrupting guidance. For instance,
such regions can be pin-pointed for access of chemical
perfusion and patch-clamp. Furthermore, similar to the
internodal segment of myelin, these unbound regions
allow ion exchange with a culture medium at selected
regions.46 This may serve as the structure basis for
salutatory conduction that further facilitates signal
transduction efficiency of neurons in the application
of neural interfaces.47�49 We can infer linear guidance
from fluorescent imaging, with localized static and
two-dimensional cell positions, but not necessarily
whether the processes grow within the microtube or
along the outer wall, given the ultrathin NM. To further
understand how neurons respond to the microtube's
3D geometry, especially in a dynamic aspect, live-cell
imaging and SEM is desired.

Acceleration in Growth Rate. Neural guidance and cell-
material interaction are highly dynamic processes,
the capture of which would provide key information
toward understanding the underlying mechanism. In-
formation from static images such as those described
above is often inferred and sometimes misleading.

To investigate dynamic interactions between neurons
and microtube substrates, live-cell imaging was
performed on a cortical neural culture (E15.5), by
monitoring cell morphological change over a period
of 12�36 h. Such an approach requires a fully trans-
parent platform. Opaque substrates such as Si would
be incompatible. Taking advantage of our method,
we fabricated SiNx microtubes directly on German
glass coverslip, an optimal transparent substrate
that is commonly used for neural imaging. A silicon
dioxide-coated glass coverslip also provides greater
fluorescent resolution and enables the collection of
confocal z-stacks and three-dimensional rendering.
A SiNx microtube array, with desired size and pitch,
monolithically fabricated on glass slides serves as
the perfect high quality, fully transparent scaffold for
live-cell imaging.

Figure 2a shows a typical axonal outgrowth on
a SiNx microtube array in five frames from live-cell re-
cording (Supporting Information, video S1a) of 33.75 h.
As visualized in these frames, cell movement such as
growth cone outgrowth on such a transparent sub-
strate can be accurately traced in phase contrast, while
avoiding photodamage to neurons that often accom-
panies fluorescent imaging. At time 0:00, the axonal
growth cone explored the path of outgrowth on the
planar glass substrate. At time 11:15 and 12:30, the
growth cone contacted the inlet and extended into
the microtube, respectively. At time 19:45 and 26:45,
it exited out of the microtube and grew back onto
the planar substrate, respectively. Axonal outgrowth
and pathfinding are primarily governed by dynamic
microtubule/F-actin interactions and corresponding
filopodia dynamics in response to sensed substrate
cues.50 Visible in Figure 2a and the original time lapse
of video S1a, between frames 11:15 and 12:30, dynamic
retraction and simultaneous extension of filopodium
were often observed at a certain distance range
(∼20 μm) in the direction of the microtube. This
suggests existence of sensory processes with length
in that range to be identified in a future study. In video
S1a it is evident that neural growth cones exhibit
a strong and active pathfinding capability toward the
microtube opening.

Live-cell imaging was used to compare the out-
growth speed of the axon inside and outside themicro-
tube, showing a drastic acceleration as the growth
cone enters the microtube (Figure 2b). As seen in
Figure 2b, the axon outgrew onto and traversed
40 μm of the flat coverslip between microtubes at a
rate of ∼2�7 μm/h. As the growth cone grew into the
microtube, that speed increased by∼20 fold in the first
half of the microtube. Although the process slowed
down as it navigated the microtube, the speed within
the microtube was still much higher (∼4�) than
that on the planar substrate. After the growth cone
exited the microtube, it extended back onto the planar
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substrate and the outgrowth speed dropped back
to <7 μm/h. Similar enhancement was observed in
other instances of confined guidance (e.g., microfluidic
channels), however, less drastic (2�3 fold) according
to our unpublished observation and others' publica-
tions.51,52 We speculate that the greater speed also
correlates with the limited branching nature of the
axon in such confined spaces. According to the actin
treadmilling model,53 the overall actin polymerization
(extension or branching) is conserved. So when the
branch is limited by spatial confinement, actin polym-
erization is likely to be more distributed for extension.
The more confined the axon is, the more biased this

distribution is likely to be, therefore, speeding up axon
outgrowth.

It is worth noting in frame 11:15 of Figure 2a that the
axon deflects∼1 μm from its path. This same attraction
is seen uniformly across samples, and appears to have
an effective radius of 5 μm. This minor deviation seems
to result from the facilitated pathfinding effect by the
substrate-bound NM sheet that forms a ∼100 nm tall
ridge (Figure 2e). During in vitro cultures, neural growth
cones maintain close contact with the substrate
and are therefore sensitive to such topographic cues.
Sending processes along the ridge, the growth cone
may eventually migrate to the more attractive tubular

Figure 2. Outgrowth of a single neuron in amicrotube. (a) Time-lapse phase contrast images of a living cortical neuron show
axonal pathfinding through a microtube. Each frame, from top to bottom, represents growth cone's location (arrows) at key
time-points (from top to bottom): 0:00, on planar glass substrate; 11:15, at tube inlet; 12:30, inside tube; 19:45, at tube outlet;
26:45, back on planar glass substrate. Time is denoted in hh:mm. Original videos of live recording are included in Supporting
Information. (b) Outgrowth velocity chart shows a∼20� acceleration as the axon extended into tubes (location #4f #5), and
decelerated to its original level while exiting onto planar substrate (location #8 f #9). Velocity was calculated for each
pathfinding locations at 10 μm interval, on the basis of a live-cell recording. Each of 12 locations is marked by a numbered
vertical broken-line in the last time lapse image (26:45). (c) Outgrowth velocity (μm/h) inside tube (IT) is significantly higher
(12� on average) than that on planar substrate (PS) on a level of p = 0.05. (d) SEM image of the culturing substrate that
contains an array of microtubes on transparent glass substrate. The fabrication detail is described in the Methods section.
(e) SEM image of a single matured neuron growing in a microtube shows SiNx NM topographically conforms to the cellular
surface and excludes the cell body (arrow). (f), Confirmation of microtube deformation at exiting end (∼2 μm minimum
dimension), forming an enclosure and tight cell contact. (Scale bar, 10 μm).
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scaffold. A similar effect is observed with cortical
neurons that attach near the long side of themicrotube
and send processes out toward themicrotube sidewall,
only to be restricted by the small gap between the
microtube and substrate, successively retracting to-
ward a less restrictive area. If the neuron is close
enough to the opening of another microtube, how-
ever, the process will retract and divert into the open
microtube (Supporting Information video 1).

DISCUSSION

Several characteristics of the SiNx microtubes
may contribute to the enhanced axon guidance and
growth within the microtubes. One major factor is
the 3D tubular scaffold that provides complete radial
confinement to axons. It was widely observed that
neurons tend to extend processes into confined
spaces, including grooves,5 channels,44 tubes,40 and
even micromazes. These spaces are commonly be-
lieved to provide enclosed 3D topography to enhance
cytoskeletal tension of the growth cone, desirable for
axon extension or branching. Under this hypothesis,
the tubular structure should provide optimal guidance
to the axon since cytoskeletal tension is maximal with
a coaxially wrapped configuration, similar to the native
topographic environment (e.g., myelin) of the neuron.
Another influencing factor could be the mechanical

compatibility and compliance of the ultrathin walled
microtubes to the environment of neuron growth. It
is known that although bulk PECVD SiNx film has a
relatively high Young'smodulus,54 as the film thickness
falls in the nanometer range, the bending modulus
becomes much smaller.55 This is beneficial, since neu-
rons exhibit increased outgrowth on substrates with a
lower stiffness.56 Furthermore, as shown in Figure 2e,f,
with a wall thickness of only 40 nm, we have observed
that the tubular membrane became conformal to
the axon topography when the cell matured (2 weeks
(14 DIV)), and the axon's diameter increased to a
comparable size as the microtube. Figure 2e reveals a
typical polarized neural morphology with a putative
single axon confined through themicrotube, extended
50 μm with its soma excluded at the tube opening.
Unlike the previously reported tube-cell contact (with
tube diameter of >5 μm),40 our microtube is signifi-
cantly smaller (tube diameter of∼2�4 μm). As a result,
the axon exhibits much tighter contact with the NM as
shown in Figure 2e, especially at themicrotube opening
toward the cell soma. In addition, the SiNx microtube
also demonstrated high biocompliance toward the
axon, as its wall membrane tightly conformed to the
cell membrane around the axon (Figure 2e, f). In addi-
tion, the axon hillock is fully seated in the micro-
tube while the NM tightly conformed into a tapered
geometry, which further enhances NM�cell contact.
This is different from cell-free s-RUM samples
(Figure 2d), wheremicrotubes maintain smooth surfaces

and a consistent diameter over the entire length. Clearly,
tight contact offers advantages to support a neural inter-
face by enhancing signal/noise ratio at recording, exclud-
ing undesired cell species, and isolating the ionic
environment.Hereindisplayedbiocompliancemadesuch
advantages even more practical. For instance, with the
microtube architectures that expand and contract in
compliance with the axon, a uniform array of microtubes
can flexibly fit cells of various diameters. Furthermore,
this unique property makes it possible to support a long-
term neural interface that accommodates the increasing
diameter of a maturing axon.
There is no doubt that geometrical confinement due

to the 3D structure and compatible stiffness are impor-
tant contributing factors in the superior guidance and
growth enhancement effect of SiNx microtubes ob-
served. On the other hand, it is also known that electro-
static interaction between the cells and substrates plays
a crucial role in biocompatibility, by influencing protein
adsorption,57,58 cell adhesion,59 proliferation,58 and
survival.60 Many commonly used culture substrate
materials (e.g., silica, alumina, titania) have a negative
zeta potential (negatively charged on surface) at phy-
siological pH, requiring PDL coating to achievea positive
charge and enhanced adhesion. In contrast, SiNx, with a
positive zeta potential can promote cell contact during
seeding and maintain it thereafter.61 The charge/
electric-field distribution may further enhance axon
extension toward the interior of the microtube. Fortu-
nately, at physiological pH, the surface charge of the
SiNx bilayer is mild enough to avoid undesired protein
coagulation and adsorption. When considering bio-
degradability, the Hamaker constant will be the
dominant property, as it can be used to determine the
critical coagulation concentrations as a solution's iconi-
city increases.62 The SiNx presented in this study, with a
Hamaker constant of 1.9� 10�20 J, is significantly better
at avoiding coagulation when compared to alumina,
4.1 � 10�20 J, and well within the range of approved
biocolloids, 3 � 10�21 to 4 � 10�20 J.62

To quantify the trapped charge density in the SiNx

bilayer film, metal/insulator/semiconductor (MIS) ca-
pacitors were fabricated on n-type silicon wafers with
the I layer being 200 nm of high frequency (HF) SiNx

(inner tube wall) or 200 nm of low frequency (LF) SiNx

film (outer tube wall). Although the films used in these
capacitors were thicker than the bilayer used in the
rolled-up microtubes, identical deposition conditions
were used. The SiNx samples were capped with alumi-
num and subjected to capacitance�voltage measure-
ments, sweeping over large negative and positive
ranges to observe trapped charge dependent flat band
voltage shifts (Figure 3a). We observed flat band
voltage shifts of�25 and�18.5 V for the 200 nm thick
HF and LF SiNx films, respectively. The extracted fixed
charge density would therefore be 4 � 1011 cm�2 in
the 20 nm HF-SiNx and 3.3 � 1011 cm�2 in the 20 nm
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LF-SiNx, assuming fixed charges are uniformly dis-
tributed.63 The details on the extraction process are
provided in the Supporting Information.
The extracted charge density values were then used

tomap out the electric field lines ofmicrotube arrays of
different layouts. To find the static electric field distribu-
tion in areas between microtubes, a quasi-static FEM
simulation performed using the High Frequency Struc-
ture Simulator (HFSS v.11) based on the charge density
extracted from the C�V analysis. Details of the simula-
tion method can be found in the Supporting Informa-
tion. Figure 3b presents a simulated electric field
line spatial map emanating from the trapped positive
charges in the SiNx microtubes with the same layout as
in Figure 2d. It can be seen that the field intensity is
greatest near the opening of themicrotube, but radiates
from both microtube openings and sidewalls. This is
sensible as both films comprising the microtube walls
are positively charged, with greater charge density
trapped in the HF film that lines the inside of the micro-
tube. The electrostatic analysis suggests that trapped
positive charges in the SiNx microtubes can also be
responsible for the persistent guiding and enhanced
growth of axons. Naturally, the electric field intensity
between microtubes increases as pitch decreases, con-
sistent with the enhanced linearity observed with closer
spacing between tubes as shown in Figure 1b,d.

CONCLUSION

In summary,wehavedemonstrated that self-rolled-up
SiNx microtube arrays provide extremely well-defined
guidance and dramatically increased growth rate for

cortical neuron cells. These microtubes are easy to
fabricate, versatile in morphological and electrostatic
properties, and precisely controllable in geometry, all
by conventional planar processing before rolling-up.
The biocompliant and biocompatible nature, along with
the universal applicability to any substrates, also makes
these microtubes ideal for integration. In a typical neural
environment, neurons grow quite slowly and mostly
connect in their immediate vicinity. The ability of the
microtube array to control the speed and direction of
axonal extension provides a key element in arranging
patterned neural networks that have both short and
long-range connections. By patterning the microtubes
with desired diameter, orientation, length, and spacing,
as well as hierarchical tubular network with in-plane
and out of plane geometry variations,65,66 complex and
intelligent synthetic neural circuits are within reach.
Furthermore, the coaxially confined and periodically
spaced axon-in-a-tube configuration resembles that of
myelin sheaths and Ranvier node in the nervous system.
Future directions will include roll-up other functional
structures such as multiple electrode arrays (MEA) with
the SiNx microtubes, to provide an ideal route for
integration of electrodes into neural cultures. Coupled
with photonics, this rolled-up micro-MEA can directly
monitor the dynamic neural activities and record action
potentials with better resolution and accuracy than the
state-of-art cuff electrodes. With continued research at
the single cell as well as at the network level, we are
confident that this innovative neuro-nanotechnology
platformwill stimulate new researchdirections andbring
new discoveries in the field of neural regeneration.

METHODS
SiNx Bilayer Deposition,Microtube Fabrication, andMorphology/Topology

Tuning. For the thin membrane to roll, sufficient strain must
be embedded in the film, placing a constraint on the system.

Compressive strain must be embedded in at least a fraction of
one component to provide an expanding force, followed by one
of two actions. The method used in this study relies primarily
onchanging theplasma frequency.42 Alternatively, one canbegin

Figure 3. Electrostatic effect of SiNx microtubes. (a) High frequency capacitance�voltage (C�V) measurement of tensile
HF- and compressive LF-SiNx reveals a large flat band voltage shift to the left, indicating a large quantity of fixed positive
charges within the film. (b) Superimposed SEM (in grayscale) of microtube array (10 μm scale bar) with respective mapping
(in color) of electric field vectors between 40 μmpitchmicrotube arrays. Relative E field intensity is obtained fromquasi-static
FEM simulation when the side wall charge density is 36% of that at the tube opening (values are normalized to the minimum
E field intensity). For more information about the FEM simulation see the Supporting Information.
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the plasma deposition at a higher temperature, reducing temp-
erature as deposition proceeds.32 As seen in Figures 1 and 2, two
methods are employed to achieve microtube arrays (Figure 4),
depending on etchant speed and uniformity: timed etching
(process #1) and anchored membranes (process #2), for slow
and fast etches, respectively. This study focuses on the former
to achieve single and binocular shaped microtubes on silicon
substrates. The latter is employed during live-cell imaging
to achieve single roll microtubes secured with a robust anchor
to No. 1.5 coverslips.

Deposition and fabrication of SiNx-basedmicrotubes can be
condensed to three crucial steps (Figure 4a�d): deposition of
sacrificial layer and strained SiNx bilayer, patterning and dry
etch, and sacrificial layer etching, which releases built in strain
and causes rolling from all unanchored sides. Strain, and thus
diameter, in SiNxmicrotubes is influenced by PECVD deposition
parameters and postfabrication thermal processing.42 Specifi-
cally, the sacrificial layer used here was either a (111) silicon
substrate or germanium on a SiO2 substrate. When fabricating
biologically compatible rolled-up interfaces, it is intuitive that
additional care must be taken to remove residual contamina-
tion before beginning a culture. Initially, Si (111) substrates were
utilized as sacrificial layers due to a low vertical etch rate and
low film porosity, achieving the most uniform arrays on silicon.
Under SEM inspection (Figure 1c), sparse residue was identified
on the substrate betweenmicrotubes. As an improvement over
KOH etching, a germanium sacrificial layer was employed and
successively etched in H2O2, which simultaneously cleaned the
sample. In both cases the sacrificial layer is sonicated in acetone
to remove any organic contamination and then subjected to a
native oxide etch. If germanium is to be used, e-beam evapo-
rated Ge is deposited at a rate of 1 nm/sec under 1�2 μTorr
to a thickness of 20�80 nm. The strained bilayer consists of
a 15�20 nm low frequency PECVD SiNx (under compressive
strain) capped by a 15�20 nm high frequency SiNx (tensile). The
mesa is patterned with AZ5214E and CF4 is used to dry etch
through the bilayer and into sacrificial layer. The photoresist is
removed and the sacrificial layer is etched with 30% H2O2 at
80 �C for Ge and 45% KOH at 80C for Si.42 Finally, the layers are
immersed inmethanol for 5min and dried on hot plate at 80 �C.
To achieve binocular shaped microtubes (Figure 1c) instead of
single rolled microtubes, the initial mesa width must be equal
to or larger than twice the final circumference. Per fabrication
process #1 (Figure 4c), the sacrificial layer is removed from
everywhere on the sample except a small anchor (∼500 nm)
under the microtube, exposing the underlying substrate
and resulting in an elevated microtube (∼20 nm). In contrast,
process #2 (Figure 4d) results in microtubes anchored to
the substrate and rolled from one side, removing the effect of
this gap.

Preculture Microtube Preparation. The microtube-contained
substrate was stored in 70% ethyl alcohol for cleaning and
sterilizing. Prior to poly-D-lysine (PDL) coating, the sterilized
substrate was carefully flooded by preautoclaved milli-Q
deionized water three times to rinse off the alcohol. Beginning
at this point, every following procedure was performed in a
sterile environment. The substrate was subsequently dried and
treated with UV exposure for 15 min, followed by PDL coating.
Poly-D-lysine in a final concentration of 0.1 mg/mL was used to
coat the substrate surface and facilitate cell adhesion.

Cortical Neural Culturing. For the axon guidance study, E15.5
cortical neurons obtained from Swiss Webster mice were
used. Briefly, the cells were dissociated by treating with trypsin
(0.25%, 15 min, 37 �C), then triturated, diluted in plating medium
(neurobasal medium with 5% FBS, Hyclone, B27 supplement,
2mMglutamine, 37.5mMNaCl, and 0.3% glucose), and plated onto
the substrates in a 35 mm Petri dish. Cells were seeded at either
low density (5000 cells/cm2) or high density (50000 cells/cm2)
as indicated in the Results section. After 1 h, the sample was
flooded with serum-free medium (plating medium without FBS)
and cultured for 5�7 days, or as indicated elsewhere.

Immunostaining and Fluorescent Imaging. The culture sample for
fluorescent imaging was fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde/Krebs/
sucrose at pH 7.4, blocked with 10% BSA/PBS, permeabilized
in 0.2% Trition X-100/PBS, and labeled with antibodies
to tyrosinated tubulin at 1:1000 (YL1/2 clone, Chemicon64).
Secondary antibodies coupled to Alexa 568 (Invitrogen) were
used at 1:500. The immunostained cell cultures were imaged
with a Fluoview500 AX70 upright (Olympus, USA) micro-
scope through a 40� water-immersion lens of numerical
aperture 0.8.

Sample Preparation and SEM Imaging. Prior to SEM imaging,
the cell culture was fixed in mixed primary fixative of 2%
paraformaldehyde/Krebs/sucrose and 2.5% glutaraldehyde in
phosphate buffer at pH 7.4 for 30 min, then rinsed three times
with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution. The cell culture
was then treated with a postfixative of 1% osmium tetraoxide in
phosphate buffer at pH 7.4 for 1 h, and then rinsed thoroughly
with PBS solution. The fixed sample was dehydrated through
an ethanol series with 10%�90%, and three times 100%, over
30 min. The dehydrated sample was then dried in a critical
point dryer, and sputter-coated with ∼2 nm gold�palladium.
SEM images were taken with a LEO Gemini 1530 at 45� tilting.

Live Cell Imaging. The neural culture after 2�5 DIV was
imaged using a BioStation integrated microscope (Nikon, Inc.)
through a 20� lens. A phase contrast imagewas captured every
15 min for 18�48 h. Details of equipment setup was previously
described.6
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Figure 4. Fabrication process for a rolled up SiNx microtube: (a) deposition of sacrificial layer and compressively strained LF
layer, followed by deposition of tensile strained HF-layer; (b) formation of rectangular mesa (optional) deposition of 100 nm
PECVD SiOx anchor, and either released from (c) both sides (process #1) or (d) one side (process #2). In both processes, the
initial pad dimensions determine the final geometry. (f) Microtube diameter is determined by both LF and HF layer thickness.
The deriving mathematics was previously described.42
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